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Today’s Workplace
 Has it become a battleground in culture 

wars?

 Question is not whether but when.

 Will your employees embrace workplace 

diversity or feel embattled?

Workplace – Most Prevalent 

Arena of Forced Diversity
Where we spend the greatest amount of 

time outside the home

Where diversity is thrust upon us more than 

in any other place

Not intended as a qualitative assessment

Observation demanding responsible 

management
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The Benefit of Embracing 

Diversity
 Diversity of Thought

 Diversity of Culture 

 Diversity of Experience

 Learn much from each other

 It’s “not about you” – it’s about us

 Careful  of pride’s common trap – “I am so much 
better than those who look down on others.”

So Why Might Employees Feel 

“Embattled”

Pace of social and cultural change in 

workplace

Historically very slow

Various legislative initiatives

• Title VII

• ADEA

• ADA

Pace of Social and Cultural 

Change Has Accelerated 

Dramatically in Recent Years
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Supreme Court recognized same-sex 

marriage

EEOC and other government agencies 

broadly interpret “sex discrimination” as 

including sexual orientation

Technology and social media allow people 

to work anywhere, and many people work 

everywhere

Mounting importance of “feelings” in the 

culture

Legal and Social Changes Create 

Workplace Tensions

 No longer limited to race or gender or age or 

disability

 Reflective in more divergent religious views, 

ethnic origins, sexual orientation, sexual 

preferences, gender identities, and widely 

divergent political persuasions

Can This Challenge Also Present 

Opportunity?

 Can be a difference-maker

 Culture as recruiting and retention tool

 Means of recruiting and retaining quality 
talent
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Meet This Challenge With the 

Adoption of More Policies?
 In short, No

Team-oriented workplace requires 
occasional policy review 

But, “more policies” approach does not 
provide an effective solution

Why is “More Policies 

Approach” Deficient? 

 No rule, law, or policy transforms behavior 

at its most needed level

 Fear of discipline becomes prime motivator

 Recent NLRB pronouncements

 No policy can anticipate all the human 

condition presents

Fear-based Environment

 Compliance is at risk

 Cover-up is more likely

 Complaint process loses integrity
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Broad Civility Codes Violate 

Section 7 of NLRB Act

 Policies with broad language about 

“positive workplace environment”

 Section 7 issues

No Policy Can Anticipate All 

Situations
 Nature of our hubris

 Policies cannot anticipate every scenario at 

risk

 Interpretation still required

 If wait until “policy violation” to address, 

may be too late

Is More Training the Answer?
 Perhaps, but what type of training?

 EEOC Task Force

Critical of most training

Not effective to end harassment

Generally a risk avoidance tool only

Message – here is policy and don’t 

violate it or else

Rules mindset that is ineffective
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Practical Solutions

Practical Solution No. 1

Focus on purpose underlying policy and on 

the relationships underlying the rules

No employer’s policy can anticipate all 

circumstances the human condition can 

present

Rules should be enforced but must 

recognize an exception sometimes required

Example from College Football

Practical Solution No. 2

Well-run team is “other-minded.”

Focus on what you hope is the best in 

others, rather than focusing on what you 

fear is the worst.

Counter-cultural in our me-first world.

Culture has elevated to idolatrous levels a 

person’s feelings

Can we increase our empathy quotient.
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Practical Solution No. 3

Employer must reinforce that all work has 

dignity and that all workers deserve respect.

Workplaces are filled with not-so-subtle 

“caste systems.”

Those in more prestigious roles (i.e., higher-

paid ones) lured to feel superior

But if rooms not cleaned, patients will die

Practical Solution No. 3 (cont’d)

Can we advance a narrative that all work 

has dignity?

 If an employer fails to do so, any talk of a 

“team” concept rings hollow.

Practical Solution No. 4

Performance management is required.

 If manager knows employee is on an 

unsuccessful path, and says nothing, 

manager is not respecting employee.

Another form of bias – the soft bigotry of 

low expectations.
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Practical Solution No. 4 (cont’d)

Manager must act to address and redirect 

performance

MLK – principle of non-violence – attack 

problems not people.

Proper coaching is manager and employee 

versus behavior

Practical Solution No. 5

Manager must used balanced approach

Performance management with humility

Manager knows she too fails to meet 

standard on occasion

But cannot allow that to lead to “de-

personalized” messenger-only approach

These Solutions Are Not Possible 

in Workplace Built on Fear 

Fear neither efficient nor effective as 

primary motivator

Fear sprouts from rules-first mentality and 

its limitations
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Evaluate and Articulate the 

Relational Purposes underlying 

Rules and Advance Those 

Objectives

May lead to an occasional exception

Will be limited but can be noted and 

justified


